
Character Exercise: 
Important Key Frames

          (Answering Who am I?)





















Characterize
Step back and the traits on the 

wall will begin to tell a story.

The groupings may start to  

cluster into ideas.

Label each group of traits with 

the word that best characterizes 

them as a whole. For example, a 

group of words like, “adaptable,” 

“flexible,” “nimble,” “flighty,”  “fickle” 

might be labeled “adaptable.”

The Steps to Defining 
Brand Character

•



For character traits:   

Use clear and singular traits. 

Words like “integrity” represent 

bundles of traits like, “honest,” 

“steadfast,” “dependable,”  

“selfless,” etc. Create Post-Its  

for each of the bundled traits:  

e.g. “integrity” (with the root 

traits which make up that 

bundled trait in paranthesis)





Organize
It is likely that five or so 

groupings will emerge from 

dozens, even hundreds of traits. 

If there are too many, enlist the 

best wordsmiths from the teams 

to pack them more tightly. 
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Craft
In this step, the group will  

decide on the three traits that 

capture the character traits of 

the organization.
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Craft
Find a new space and select 

three traits. Put them close 

together in a triangle. Consider 

their interaction. They should 

not duplicate or overlap in 

meaning. They should affect each 

other. For example, “ambitious” 

could be seen as selfish, but add 

“supportive” and you begin to see 

it as “ambitious for others.”
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Dedicated
Loyal

Committed

Directed

Visionary

Explosive

The Explosive nature of the company is what fueled its 

innovative spirit. Their Visionary spirit helped to brainstorm 

many varied solutions quickly = Explosive.

This group felt they had gotten the first two traits right but  

were still finding the right word for the third trait.



Craft
Try different combinations of key 

traits.  You may tweak the words 

themselves.  A synonym with a 

slightly different emphasis might 

be what is needed.
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Try out: http://www.visualthesaurus.com 

to experiment with synonyms.



Some hints to find the right  

three traits:  A balanced charac-

ter profile should make sense 

from all points of view. Consider 

whether the traits lean too much 

toward what is relevant inside  

the organization or outside of  

the organization.
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